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Abstract

Electronic Health Record (EHR) holds immensely sensitive information and consisting of crucial
data related to the patients. Storing and organising such data is highly arduous task. Researches
still going on to improve the Quality of Service (QOS) of such data. Existing study focused only on
improving the system throughput, privacy and latency issues. But they did not tend to scrutinize
the scalability and privacy of such data records. In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning
framework to improve the Quality of Service using block chain technology. Initially the data is
classified into high priority and low priority based on its nature by using Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN). Then, the classified high priority data is further allowed to each block of a block chain and
the low priority data is stored and maintained as log file. Finally, the results are compared based
on the evaluation metrics which demonstrates our proposed novel deep learning framework achieves
better accuracy.

Keywords: Electronic Health Record (EHR), Quality of Service (QOS), Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN), Block chain

1. Introduction

Recently, the health details about the patients had been increased tremendously. Hence, their
health progress over a past few years had been maintained in the form of manual to electronic
records. This record is known as Electronic Health Record (EHR). It contains crucial information
about the patient’s past medical history, medication complexity, radiology reports etc. Storing
and organizing such crucial health details had been a cumbersome task. Hence healthcare data
industries had extended Healthcare 1.0, Healthcare 2.0, Healthcare 3.0, Healthcare 4.0 and much
more. Basically, healthcare 1.0 industries maintain all the details about the patient in the form of
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manual records of paper format. So data about patient had been very transparent. Hence privacy
and confidentiality had been a major concern. On basis of the concern of maintenance and to enhance
better scalability healthcare 2.0 had been introduced. It is said to be e-health and mainly focussed
on the advancement of technology using various devices and minimize the manual effort of humans.
Hence effective storage and management mechanism is needed on the domain of healthcare. So cloud
based server had been widely used in order to store and manage such data. Cloud server is the widely
used data server, because of its accessibility is user friendly and its centralised server. Also the way
of getting vulnerability is manifold, there have a possibility of numerous malicious attacks prone.
So definitely the patient crucial medical histories will be steal. On the basis of this consideration,
a decentralised server had been introduced with the same functionality which is known Healthcare
3.0. It is introduced mainly to focuses the EHR need to working on the mobile applications also
manage services efficiently and need to take minimal cost. But it had been lacking of knowledge on
the performance wise. In today’s trends technology plays a versatile role, but it doesn’t have ability
to provide service on the basis of today’s trend, means doesn’t provide services in an intelligent
way. So need an effective artificial intelligent mechanism over healthcare 3.0. In such a way that,
we extract all our usage from healthcare record in an efficient manner. Hence the advancement of
healthcare 3.0 is known as healthcare 4.0, which means importing various knowledge related today
trends to healthcare 4.0 with help of artificial intelligent. Consequently effective decision making
model are needed on the domain of healthcare 4.0 in order to take appropriate decision on the
particular moment. Hence the advancement of artificial intelligence, effective deep learning models
are used on the domain of healthcare which is known as healthcare 5.0. So it can able to deal with all
the real time problem also satisfy all the patient expectations in a well advanced way. Parallelly the
systems performance also enhanced and deals with various issues like handling complex mechanism,
data fragmentation and lack of knowledge etc.So it provides a promising outcomes to the people who
are accessing healthcare 5.0.

Figure 1: EHR records medical entities

Due to the advancement needed in the domain of healthcare sector, deep learning models are em-
ployed. Usually deep learning model plays a most significant role in the almost all the field of data
science. It extract features easily from the dataset based on its functionality. It encompasses all the
top trends of technology within its hands. While processing enormous amount of real time dataset,
deep learning are widely used in today world. Usually with help of healthcare medical record, deep
learning model has a wider capacity to diagnosis and predict the diseases in effortless fashion. In
order to extract certain features from real time dataset, machine learning algorithm usually follows
traditional approaches, which consist of i)Analyse ii)Select iii)Evaluate. So it is quite time consuming
and performance wise lagging. So most powerful Deep learning models are deployed, for processing
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real time dataset. It is time efficient as well as effectively recognize features, extract pattern and pro-
vide best testing accuracy. DL models directly extract features from the dataset. So the performance
had been enhanced. In recognition of images, DL model usually takes that corner and separate the
image a fixed block. Each block is taken and train that block using activation function [11].

Deep learning model contributes its services to numerous domains which includes Natural lan-
guage processing, Speech Recognition, computer vision [6, 17] etc. Because of its capacity of training,
diversified domains make use this. Healthcare domain which includes various end-to-end learning
mechanism with feature engineering, capability to manage multimodality, and complex dataset. Un-
supervised data representation is the most complex function, because the class label is not available
for prediction tasks. It actually forms clusters as the dataset, based on the common functionality of
data items presented in the dataset. Therefore, the core concept in the backend of deep learning algo-
rithms is artificial neural network (ANN). It consists of input nodes along with hidden layers. Hidden
layers are associated to the training samples. Each layer is initialized with random weights. All nodes
are known as neurons. Moreover, activation function associated with it, means the performance is
based on that activation function (i.e. Sigmoid, Tanh, Relu).

The network is converged by minimizing cost function and optimizing weights by using:

F (θ, T ) = −
n∑

k=0

[log P (Y = yi|xi, θ)] + λ‖θ‖p (1)

Figure 2: Deep Neural Network Architecture

Blockchain technology is widely used nowadays, almost all the sector. Because of its privacy preser-
vation mechanism everyone prefer block chain. It engineering world, this technology plays a versatile
role and enhance secure transactions [29]. This technology enabled business with technological influ-
ence, and make a secured environment. Furthermore, it is a block of network in which each block are
connected in a single chain and each block is using proper cryptography algorithm (ie. AES, SHA-
256, RSA etc). If malware attacked at one block means, entire block will destroy its performance.
By means of solving numerous problem, blockchain technology handles and managing various func-
tionality [26]. It is widely used in almost today’s sector like product origin tracking, logistics, supply
chain management etc [23, 1]. Though it provides managerial functions in a secured way, chances of
getting attacked also considerably high. Purpose of deal with this issue, we enhance a high energy
values associated with each block. Hence the transaction would be processed in a secured way.
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Figure 3: Block chain involved transaction

2. Related work and literature survey:

Nowadays, medical health records are widely used in the field of healthcare. Due to the ad-
vancement of technology, deep learning model had been deployed into that. Healthcare data is the
crucial data, also the availability of resources from that data is widely needed. Hence healthcare
1.0, healthcare 2.0, healthcare 3.0, healthcare 4.0, healthcare 5.0 had been introduced [6]. In order
to enhance security and privacy, EHR passed over each block of a blockchain network proposed by
Christian et al. [6] . Lanxiang et al. [8] proposed the extended version of blockchain in the EHR,
that is the logical expression. By using that expressing all index terms had been calculated. But each
it calculates, means the system transaction had widely reduced and scalability is affected. Hence
QOS had been affected.

In order to achieve mutual authentication for separate server, a medical health architecture is
introduced. It allows unusual features and toughness at the lowest communication cost proposed by
Amin et al. [3]. Also the client server communication is not discussed, hence it considered to be
one of the trust issue. Gope et al. [12] introduced Secured IOT-based anonymous RFID structure
at low rate of latency, which deal the anonymous attacks from various network. But identification
and authorization of permission, FHIR Chain is applied over blockchain. It is successfully functioned
and proposed by Peng et al. [30]. Though it provide authenticated service but it does not address
interoperability functions. So deep learning framework is allowed over the EHR data, in which
feature selection and extraction functions are carried over and it was proposed by Weng et al. [27].
It provides a distributed federated, collaborative DL models and reduce the scalability and effectively
expose the functions as much as possible. However the learning function of trained model is not fixed
in a proper sequence.

For the purpose of predicting time series and diagnosis of hardly possible disease, LSTM (Long
short term memory) proposed by Pham et al. [22] have been significantly used. It deploys all
the functionality within a simple fashion. This approaches also used word2vec for pre-training the
dataset. Further advancement, need to process image with best accuracy, CNN (Convolution Neural
Networks) are widely used and it successfully process the Electronic Health Record(EHR) and it was
proposed by Suo et al. [21].

Then transfer learning approach is widely used and it is based on VGG-16 and it’s an extension
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of CNN model and it was proposed by Musaed et al. [2]. Jacobson et al. [16] compared the stacked
Aes and RBM (Restricted Boltzmann Machine) and embedded that into word2vec-based approach
for clinical evidences. They got better comparison result, when compared to [27].

The deep learning approaches applied over the EHR and its functionalities and sub-functionalities
is mentioned in Table 1.

Table 1: Deep learning functionalities implements on EHR

3. System Model and Problem formulation:

This section delineate about the available system model and the problem formulation

i) System model:
Consider an Electronic Health Record (EHR) that is block chain based network, which consist
of 4 layers of network that means layer 0, layer 1, layer 2, layer 3. The data flow movement
is from layer 0 to layer 3, which means lowest level to higher level. In system model, layer 0
represents the various users belonging to healthcare. i.e. Healthcare Researchers, Laparoscopic
Technician, Insurance agents, Patients, Doctors etc. Data generated by using automated sensor
such as i) amperometic biosensor, ii) electrochemical biosensor iii) glucose biosensors etc. from
various lab reports, lab test reports, drug research, insurance bills etc. The overall collected
data is passed to the data level. In that level homogeneous reading is achieved by using sensor
fusion algorithms [13] shown in figure 4. By use of Bayesian classifier, classification of every
layer is done. In that, it takes mapping every layers to the corresponding organization. Hence
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the each and every user communication with the network will able share their resources to
the authenticated user. Also the data is gathered from the HU and by means of processing,
the appropriate features had been extracted. Additionally every layer forwarded that to next
layer. By means of this, auto-updated is done. Consequently, every layer worked in distributed
fashion, so the information processing is much more efficient also updation is done as well.
Each and every layer security and privacy had been preserved by use of proper cryptography
function. Hence the data stored in every layer must follow the sequence of security parameters.

Figure 4: Tradition Healthcare architecture using Blockchain architecture

ii) Problem Formulation:
Here, the data is not organized in a proper way, means while organizing a large amount of real
time dataset. Need to much concentrate on various functionalities associated with it. This
model does not categorized their sequence. Also that processing takes much time consuming
as well as space consuming is much required. Hence the performance corresponding to every
layer takes enormous amount of time, so the scalability have been affected, in such a way
QOS has been affected. Additionally, the data performance over every layer takes random
bit generation. So most of it process unnecessary lower order data. So effective classification
algorithm is required, in which it need to classify the given data into higher order and lower
order data. To address this problem, we will proposed a novel deep learning framework using
blockchain technology.
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4. Methodology

This section describes the proposed novel deep learning framework using block chain approach.
The core idea behind this work is to increase the Quality of Service over EHR (Electronic Health
Record). Usually Electronic Health Record (EHR) contains very crucial information about the
patients. Hence processing of this record is a challenging task. From existing work, we found that
the data classification is not done in an efficient way.

i) Initially, we introduced Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) over the dataset, in which it classified
the entire data set into higher order and lower order.

ii) Then consider only the resultant higher order data, and passed that data into the each block
in a chain. Also the lower order data is kept in a separate log file.

iii) We proposed a new block-chain based mechanism, means of facilitating to share the over energy
among neigh boring nodes. In such a way to enhance privacy preservation, also employed hash
functions along with bilinear pairing.

iv) Finally the resultant showed that proposed framework provides secured communication, also
the Quality of Service had been increased.

The proposed work flow of the work is demonstrated as figure 5. Initially the input is taken from
electronic health record. In experimentation purposes we used cardiography dataset. Then the
dataset is split for training and testing purpose of the ratio 80:20. Then the dataset is classified
by using Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The classified dataset contains higher order and lower
order data. The higher order data contain the all the necessary information for predicting the
particular disease. Whereas the lower order data contains not unnecessary information, but it is
not highly recommended in order to predict a particular diseases. And the lower order data is kept
as a log file. Then the classified higher order data is allowed over each block of a network, their
proper cryptography algorithm is maintained. Then that block chain network is the final output
block which means, their all the necessary information about the patient is maintained. Also that is
known as secured log file. While storing this, the scalability and integrity of a EHR is maintained,
which means QOS is improved in our proposed system.
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Figure 5: The proposed workflow

1: Input: Electronic Health Record

2: Split dataset: Training and Testing (80 : 20)

3: If (Dataset = limited)

4: Do Passed over every block in a network

5: Else

6: Do Recurrent Neural Network // classified the higher and lower order data

7: Blockchain (Higher order data)

8: Log file(Lower order data)

9: Output: Secured log file
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4.1. Classification using RNN:

From the viewpoint of EHR, usually hold a large amount of data because of its vast nature.
Therefore, the processing of data sequence takes much time. Additionally, the data complexity
has been increased. RNN generally takes input data from the sequence of order also by means of
remembering the input data by use of internal memory. It a kind of promising algorithms, in which
it does all its works in a powerful and efficient way. Recurrent neural network is usually works on
the weather prediction, time series, speech recognition, financial data, audio, video etc. It involves
much deeper grasping power over the dataset.
By selecting all the information over the network and fed to each input layer. Each neuron takes
the input and each input as associated with weight. Also every neuron associated with hidden layer
depends on its training the dataset.

While predicted, a set of input in a sequenced manner, RNN initially works just like an artificial
neural network in which keep on applying activation function over every hidden layer[28, 25]. The
output layer of RNN is expressed as:

ot = ϕ(Vst) (2)

st = f(Uxt + Wst−1) (3)

V − Final matrix weight which is corresponding to each hidden layer.

st − Output value which corresponding to each hidden layer.

U − Initial matrix weight which is corresponding to each hidden layer.

Wst−1 − Like some influence weight, st-1 represent the output state of each hidden layer

at time t − 1.

xt − value of input layer.

By combing the above 2 equation, we get the following equation, i.e.

ot = ϕ(V fUxt + Wf(Uxt−1 + Wf(Uxt−2 + Wf(Uxt−3 + Wst−4)))) (4)

The equation stated above, determines that each output value related to RNN is closely associated
to the output value related to it. The memory function of RNN determines this fact. So while find
out solution of each sequence related to problem has to get positive effect. Hence classifying every
state will determines the higher order as well as lower order data. The memory function needed,
while performing some sequential functioning. Hence the determined sequence would

Ft = σ(Wf · [ht − 1, xt] + bf) (5)

where,

Wf − The weight matrix

bf − Paranoid term

xt − The input value which is corresponding time

ht − 1 − The previous time external state.

The Input Gate can be expressed as:

It = σ(Wi · [ht − 1, xt] + bi) (6)
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Where

W − Input gate related to the weight matrix.

Bi − paranoid term related to Input gate.

Also, the output gate be represented as,

Ot = σ(Wo · [ht − 1, xt] + bo) (7)

Where

Wo − output gate related to the weight matrix.

Bo − paranoid term related to output gate.

For each state, ct˜the calculation and expression represents the,

ct˜= tanh(Wc · [ht − 1, xt] + bc) (8)

where, ct˜- Inside state at each moment. For RNN, the corresponding final output is the solution
of hybrid action of ot and ct , which will be denotes as:

ht = Ot � tanh(ct) (9)

Furthermore, each set of input neuron of network will be following matrix format,

A =


node1 node2 node3 node4
node5 node6 node7 node8
node9 node10 node11 node12
nodem nodem + 1 nodem + 2 nodem + 3

 (10)

The nodes on the network is expected as

R =

 node pre1
node pre2
node pre3

 (11)

The softmax activation function is widely used to calculate the output in the output layer. Hence it
is

Softmax(uj) =
exp(uj)∑

Uq

(12)

4.1.1. Higher order classified Data:

This data contains all the necessary details about the patient, in which it is classified by the
RNN by using softmax activation function. Though is it the classified data, but need a proper
normalization mechanism is needed over the higher order data. Also while classifying this, error
function had been obtained for the given cost function.

i) Mean Squared Error: It is usually helpful to findout the error, so that backpropagate and
keep on updating the weight function. The formula used to find out this is,

MSE =
1

n

∑
(y− ŷ)2 , (y− ŷ) : The square of the difference between actual and prectifed.
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ii) Mean absolute Error: It is also used for the performance evaluation of the model in which
used to findout the deviation between the actual and predicated value. The formula used to
find out is that,

The below graph shows the exact difference between the predicted as well as actual value and their
differences.

Figure 6: Difference between actual and predicted value

4.1.2. Lower order Classified Data:

This data contains the unnecessary data and it increases the complexity of an processing time and
space. Hence while, classifying the entire data, we separate this by using recurrent neural network
also it is kept stored as a log file. The activation function is softmax.

4.2. Block chain based scheme:

For security purposes, the environment depends on a secured platform. Hence we applied all
our higher order classified data is passed over the blockchain. The neighboring nodes and some
other excess energy is also passed into the block. This network aims to provide strengthen the
entire network strong as well as reduce the malicious situation such as possible attacks. Hence the
creation of block been more secured as well as stable based on the current environment. The following
algorithm demonstrates the distribution of block on entire network, which means the created sequence
is allocated as well as destroy the block, once the participation is done. The provided cryptography
algorithm makes a sequence of action in which the random sequence of block will not hold the
information.
Algorithm : Allow data over each Block.
Input: t, N = {createx, Allocatex, key functionsx, logfilex},
// where x is the set of numbers range from (1, . . . , n)
// means block generation
Initialization: Time function is set also the view as VIEW
Output: Log file generation

1: Set VIEW = 0;
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2: Qx which initialize a message
<PRE-PREPARE FUNCTION, blockcreationi, σi, sec>, with a sequence of random number
in Sec;

3: After the time t, the Qx node sends
<PRE-PREPARE FUNCTION, blocki, σi, sec> to N; //N denotes function of numbering of
block from 0 to n.

4: After completion of block creation, each node ∈ N replies
with a consistent message at a given time which means allocation of block space
<PREPARE,blocki, sec> to all N the Px and EB node do not participate in sending the
replies phase;

5: Each node ∈ N , upon receiving at least 2f
<PRE-PREPARE FUNCTION, blocki, σi, sec> and <PREPARE,blocki, Sec>, sends a mes-
sage <COMMIT, Blocki, sec> to all N the EB node which does not participate in this exact
step;

6: Every node ∈ N , upon receiving at least 2f + 1
<COMMIT, Blocki, sec>, reaches an consensus and publishes a set of full block also return
Reached;

7: if the EB node does not receive a response after 2VIEW t then;

8: run the algorithm 3 and return not reached;

9: end if

4.2.1. Key Generation:

An Gaussian distribution function over a secret key generation in which $Z symbol is used, so
that the sent E[P] is derived from root block in which the polynomial function had been introduced
also defined the root block as (root0, root1, root2, . . . , rootek). Then corresponding criteria of
each root value must satisfies |R| < RN , which means that the range depends on every lattice
polynomial associated with it. Each counter is initialized as 1 that means session key is generated
over the sequences in order to maintain the uniqueness of a function. Also the secret key generation
is mainly based on the reduced polynomial function. At the final step, the secret key parameter as
(RN , ID1, ID2, nonce) is send along with each block through secure communication channel.

4.2.2. Signature Generation:

Each time, at the time of creating the block, and random sequence number is generated in which
the corresponding signature parameters are computed also received X1 and X2 from generated key
phase. The generated signature takes each values from pos list and sign list. Then the rejected
signature is again passed to each counter space. Hence the computed sequence would be (S, SK,
counter).
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Figure 7: Blockchain network to provide network channel

5. Results

For Experimentation purposes, we used EHR (Cardiography dataset). In order to increases
Scalability and integrity QoS, Initially the dataset is classified into higher order and lower order data
by using RNN classifier. We used google colaboratory under Python 3 using TensorFlow library
and which also includes the packages such as keras, numpy, pandas. Numpy is used for doing
vectorization. Pandas library is used for analysing and manipulating the data. Our experimentation
consist of three main stage. The dataset is initially classified into the ratio of 80:20 for training and
test purposes.

1. Initially, we compare the unclassified data accuracy along with RNN classified data accuracy.

2. Then the performance of our blockchain network will be calculated and compared with exisiting
blockchain network.

5.1. Evaluation Metrics

The accuracy of the RNN classification process is classified using the formula(12). The detection
of an attack in a block chain is proportional to the detection rate. Furthermore, the accuracy TP
denotes true positive means predict positive as positive, TN denotes true negative means predict
negative as negative, FP denotes False positive means predict negative as positive, FN denotes False
negative means predict positive as negative.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(12)

Detection rate =
TP

TP + FN
(13)

False alarm rate =
FP

FP + TN
(14)
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5.2. Dataset Description:

Table 2: Description of Cardiography dataset

Cardiography dataset consist of 23 attributes in which each attributes contains, the corresponding
data associated with it.
The fetal class code contains 3 values (1,2,3). Also replaced the integer 1 with the variable ”one”, 2
with the variable ”two”, 3 with the variable ”three”. The summary of the dataset as given below.

i) #Classes: 3 (one, two, three)

ii) #Instances: 2126

iii) #Total attributes: 23
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Table 3: Comparison of Accuracy of the classified data (RNN) over unclassified data

Table 2 summarizes the comparison of accuracy of the RNN classified data to the unclassified data
in which HL stands for hidden Layer and number of epochs= 46. As the number of hidden layer
increases, the accuracy is improved. The Bold letter indicates the highest accuracy we achieved.
Also corresponding CPU, GPU, and TPU time are mentioned in the table. The bold indicates the
maximum time required in order to compute the entire computation.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of accuracy over the unclassified and recurrent neural network
classified data. Resultant shows that the our proposed deep learning framework provides better
accuracy, which means Quality of Service of the given model had been increased.

Figure 8: Comparison graph of Recurrent neural network(Classified data) and unclassified data

Conclusions In this work, we introduced a deep learning framework for improving the Quality of
Services using blockchain. Also, we achieved the highest accuracy at the testing phase. Our deep
learning framework consists of RNN which actually classifies the dataset into higher order and lower
order based on its preferences. Moreover, the proposed method achieved the highest accuracy of
99.376% and the corresponding CPU, GPU, TPU time were 82.87, 78.33, and 65.93, respectively.
Then, the classified higher order dataset is further applied over each block of a network in which the
scalability and integrity is improved which is the most important QOS. In future works, we are going
to integrate this into an IoT environment. In addition, in order to maintain data processing speed,
we will incorporate big data into it.
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